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Chapter XII

Bore Systems with EF94401 of Gases duping of Powder

Depending on the design and construc*ion of the system
gases can flow either from a chamber of constant volume with a

nozzle or from the bore of the gun; gases, can flow through small

or large fVent of varying 4Ave (one or several round Vynf"
pae or at angles to the axis of the system, narrow circu-
lar aperture).

Depending on the shape,. vent will vary in size and in the
gas flow coefficient characterizing the compression of the flow.

P We list the following as examples:

1) the flow proceeds from a chamber of constant volume with

a nozzle in a gas "ofe4. gun;

2) the flow proceeds from a chamber of a recoilless gun in
the direction opposite to the motion of the projectile concurrent

with an increase in the volume of the bore resulting from the move-
ment of the projectile along the bore of the barrel;

3) the flow proceeds from the bore of a barrel of mortar
through a narrow circular space between the mine and the smooth
bore of the barrel in direction of the motion of the mine; in this
case some of the gas overtakes the mine and bursts forward.

The firing in the second case appears the most complex. In
all cases at high pressures the lw of the burning rate is ex-

pressed by the relation .=s,?.

12.1. Concept on the gharacteristics of Interior Ballistics of

Gas opeir-keA Guns

All equations dorived in Chapter III for the combustion of
powder in a bomb with a -vnt at high pressures are also applic-
able to separated combusftn chambers in gas Oera.&+eA guns. The

,4• foundations of theories for these guns and the order of their



construction was developed by V.M. Trofimov in 1923-1925.

The diagram for such a gun is presented in Fig. 12.1.

Powder gases in a separate combustion chamber flow through a

nozzle into the bore of the barrel; the p eViteis some distance

10 bore from the anterior section of the nozzle (a type of fore-

chamber). The highest pressure in the combustion chamber reaches
2

2000-2500 kg/cm2; the presence of the nozzle between the chamber

arid the bottom of the pn-e',* enables the i.egulation of the gradual

flow of gas into the barrel bore and the obtention of a low and

almost constant pressure. This in turn permits the use of p .

with thinner walls, an increase in the charge coefficient for iAt

explosive, and a significant decrease in the thickness the

bore walls, which also decreases the weight of the barre

Fig. 12.1 Diagram for Gas Dynamic Gun

Powder uombustion and the laws of pressure change of powder gases

will be essentially identical under the same charge conditions (W.

F, £)•)J in - a bomb withl a nozzle, desc4bed in Chapter III,

and in a chamber of a gas cpete4  gun. However, in experiments

with a bomb with a nozzle)gases flow through the nozzle into a

space with a constant atmospheric pressure; during combustion of

the charge in a chamber of a gaso "&et&a gun)the gases flfw through

the nozzle into a closed space which gradually increases with the

motion of the projectile. In this post-projectile space gas pres-

sure is close to constant. This pressure appears as counterpres-

sure with respect to the pressure within the chamber. Usually,

during combustion of the powder charge the pressure within the

barrel bore is several times less than in the chamber, so that it

will not affect powder combustion and the supercritical nature of

2
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gas flow. After combustion of the charge the pressure within the

combustion chamber only falls, but there can be a moment when it
is equal to the pressure within the bore. Prior to this moment,

the flow regime is already subcritical and the flow pattern de-

pends on the counterpressure.

As a basis for the problem of interior ballistics for gas- U
operated gun, V.M. Trofimov proposed the following assumptions:

l1 Processes occuring within the barrel bore do not affect
powder " within ,the chamber and gas flow in the nozzle

(Pbore "e6cham)

2. of powder follows the geometric law of
3. Powder has a constant surface.

4. The law of the burning rate is given by the formula a= uip.

5, The pressure within the chamber is highest at the end of

combustion pmax.Pf

6. For the first period after firing, the process in the

chamber is isothermal and the flow through the nozzle
adiabatic. However, the gas temperature within the chamber

Tcham is less than the combustion temperature T.
JL

Subsequent research indicated that Tcham c /T 1 - cham =T

was close to 0.90.

7. The pressure nt thi bottom of the projectile results from
shock waves formed in the gas flow during its CS. from the

nozzle and propagated in the bore with the speed of sound in sAi•qy

M444 gas.

Later (in 1950) the following were assumed:

1.The composition of the combustion products is constant;
C and cw are average and constant during powder

2. Heat emission is evidently not considered; however, this

can be accomplished by conventional procedure by decreasing the
3
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- force of the powder f or increasing the index O%.k-l.

}. Gas in the chamber is motionless; consequently, the
pressure p, gas temperature T, the specific volume w and the
gas density p are identical in a given moment in the entire

chamber.

Hence, tbe general relation follows:

4. The gas motion within the nozzle is steady and one di-
imensional, sj that for each cross section at a distance x from

the entrancZyss section, this equality is correct:

The assumptions presented above for deriving theoretical
functions and the functions hemselves adequately reflect the
processes occuring during powder in a chamber with a

nozzle.

Th ressure within the chamber reaches a maximum at the end
of not only for powder with a constant ^ur-
face but also for slightly regressive powder (ribbon); for powder
with seven 4 Pmax is reached at the moment of disintegra-
tion f, when 4r% has the highest value -1.37.

Gas temperature in the chamber during the initiatior of bur-
ning decreases to Tcham av' 0 . 9 2 T1 and thereafter remains fairly
constant to the end of powder burning or the disintegration.

The theoretical relations used are applicable to g3s-operated
guns when the pressure within the bore Pbore is less than the
critical pressure p with respect to the pressure within the
chamber.

During firing from a gas-operated gun the division into
periods is somewhat different than for conventional guns.

4'



dri bp1

1. The period before the cutting of tkl~band in

the groove (typical).

2. The second period 4(up to the end of powder burning and

the emission of gases into the barrel bore; gas pressure in -the

chamber significantly exceeds gas pressure in the bore which

increases gradually.

3. The first phase of the second periodA from the end of

powder burning to the moment of pressure equalization in the

chamber and in the bore; at this time, the pressure at the bottom

of the p - is greater than the average predsure in the

bore under the impact of the gas on the .bottom (the

reverse of that which is observed with conventional guns).

4. The second phase of the second periodA period of adia-

batic expansion of gases to the e~jection of the from the

barrel bore.

5. Period of the aftereffect of the gas (in the conventional

sense).

Some Relations for Ballistic Elements

The force acting in the bore of the gas-operated gun on

the bottom of th a the rate v (according to V.M. Trofimov).

where a4. =rate of gase flowing from the nozzle;

=speed of sound of the escaping gas

=mass density of the gases in the bore:

~(AG,.~
1J) =weight of gas escaping from the chamber into the bore.

It follows that

where
Tilt



After some conversions V.N. Trofimov gives the final

expression for the force 7r:

II- . 0Q4, (12.3)
locAt. i g

wrhere cA#,-n P-9 for the period of powder

burnii~g; 14)=)-,_-,)_- h.,. ( _ after powder burning.

The equation for the motion of the is:

- =

The formula for the p:essure of gasses within the bore is:

fw( - (12.4)I S(106,,~+ ) PgrnuzXPX
The distribution of gases along the barrel bore is given

by the equation:

PP , - X2

W U (12.5)
X22 g s "t

The- pressure Pr is greater than pav in the bore.

V

IP.W KIMl

O Ph'-se 2E

Fig. 12.2. Curves p, 1 and v, 1 in the bore of a gas-

operated gun.

Fig. 12.2 illustrates the curves of the pressure within the



chamber p the pressure within the bore Pborel nnd the

-cnam 'oe

velocity of the v as a function of the trajectory of the

The graph shows that the pressure within the barrel bore increases

slowly, and after reaching maximum pressure also decreases very

slowly; the curve Pbore' 1 is similar to the curve for constae/

pressure; therefore, the curve for veolocity v, 1

resembles a straight line for a substantial section of the tra-

jectory (under the effect of almost constant pressure the inc-

rease in velocity is also constant). The curVe of thu chamber

pressure at corresponding moments varies withing much greater

limits.

12.2. Characteristics of Interiror Ballistics for a Recoilless

Gun (RG)

The lack of recoil or total balance of the barrel gun is

achieved by the action of the force of the reaction of a fraction

of the poder gases escaping from the chamber through the nozzle

at the bottom of the or breech in a direction opposite to .

the motion of theJ ' This also relleves the load on the gun

carriage which exists during recoil with the gun carriage becoming

only a directional mount supporting the barrel. This pronounced-

ly deereases the weight of the system as a whole and significantly

increases the metal use coefficient -b A'V/4 -v/'P•

1 /3,0-/SO in place of the conventional 70-130.

However, this is attained primarily because of the signi-

ficant increase in the weight of the charge and the volume of the

chamber fcr a given initial velocity of the vd and at the

highest pressure of thw propellant gases pmax. Actually, in addi-

tion to the amount of gases necessary to obtain the given ballistics

in the given barrel (active part of the charge), a certain weight

of charge is required to form gases which are propelled in the

reverse direction through the nozzle and create the force of the

reaction to balance the barrel (passive part of the charge).



i: • As a rule, for the given and p the AJght of the

charge and the volume of the chamber of the recoilless

* are 2 to 3 times greater than the weight of the charge and the

volume of the chamber in conventional " . onsequently,
Se..•irecoilless • are used to obtain relatively low velo-

cities (v =350-500 m/sec).

Because of the increase in the total charge weight, the

output coefficient for the charge O in recoil-

less is signifi /Gly less than for conventional

;7,• =20-50 t.m/kg rather than 120-140.

In order that the process during the escape of gas through

relatively large cross sections of the nozzle (Fcr s -' 0.6)cr
should proceed relatively intensely, the surface area of the charge

should be very large with the powder relatively thin,

since it is known that SI/e1

Therefore, the end of burning occurs early and the curve

p, 1 is &"; :7b =O.15-0.45 ratherthan 0.40-0.70 as for con-

ventional Recoilless ' have an essential tactical

flaw: during firing they are decamouflaged by the gases

escaping from the nozzle at an angle to the ground which lift

up large puffs of dust and thereby disclose the location of

the These gases create the impact wave which increases

the pressure around the and the team should be

either to the side of the or at a sufficiently large dis-

tance from it.

Because of their relatively light weight, the recoilless

are also usedAdirect support for the infantry. These

were widely used by the(rmy in the Korean

I Wr. According to reports, the '.S.A. and England have 120 mm

recoillesi antitank weapon.

iII
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Types of Recoilless

Weapons with openj, cylindrical (Fig. 12.3).

This type of recoilless on a light weight tripod with

70 mm caliber was developed and tested in 1916 by the engineer

D. Ryabushinskii. In this case the weight of the barrel was

7 kg and the weight of the projectile 3 kg, weight of gunpowder

was 0.3000-0.4000 kg; v =60 m/sec; a distance of 320 m was abhieved

during firing.

f 2 3

Fig. 12.5. Diagram for an open-ended barrel

1) bprrel; 2) os-.pIaic 3) charge; 5) stabilizder.

The German Army in World War II used this type of weapon

with supercaliber charge known as the antitank weapon Faust-patrone;

later the U.S.A UL d the "bazooka". Many countries use this

for their grenade throwers with hollow-charge shells.

r

Fig. 12.4. Diagram for a central nozzle and ý4-;e

1) nozzle; 2) koep)Jk 5) S)eeve 4) ignition

Recoilless with axial withdrawal of gases ha

at the bottom of the barrel sleeve and single-flow widening noz7le

(Fig. 12.4). ignitla h side through a special channel.

To increase the initial pressure to ensure uniform burning of the

charge, the nozzle at the bottom of the barrel sleeve is closed

by a b,.s• Ly• (wooden or plastic) which is eiected at a

pressure close to the pressure for boosting the projectile p0.

9i0



The drawback of this tjoe of design is that certain amounts

of still unburned grains J the powder charge are drawn in

through the Lpeninjilargeof the nozze by the gases; this causes

variations in the firing.

Fig. 12.5. Diagram for a perforatea oarrel sleeve

1) nozzle; 2) bolt; 3) perforations; 4) chamber.

Recoilless with a perforated barrel sleeve (Fig. 12.5)

-lateral surfaces

many small to hinder the ejection of owder.

After esc-ping initially thelside chamberT

the gases subsequently flow throagh several nozzles at the

bottom of the chamber. Ignition is of a conventional type.

This type of recoilless was used by the U.S. Army in the

Korean r.

Conditions for Balancing the System

Assume the recoilless is secured to the pins of the

mount; the force of the reaction in the supports of the pins is

designated as P (for each support P/2).(Fig. 12.6).

0.SP

.. R..

Zig. 12.6. Diagram of the forces acting on a recoilless

Let's consider the moment when the projectile with the ma•

m has 4*ie velocity v; gases fjing under pressure into the

/L



chamber p tbro~gh the critical cross section of the nozzle

Fcr expand and passing through the external section of

the nozzle Fa, they have the pressure pa' which is usually signi-

ficantly greater than atmospheric pressure (pa of the order 5-7

kg/sm2); the velolity of gas flow in the outgoihg cross section

is Ua

momentum
Let's use the theorem of m*^4nichs: the of a par-

ticle of the system under the action of internal forces is equal

to the sum of of external forcas.

1. The momentum under the effect of internal forces:

projectile, +m dv; gases flowing through the nozzle

2. External forces: of the reaction of the support

tPdt ;
of the force of gas pressure in

the external cross section of the nozzle

is,•F.I, We obtain

&see-' .But - 4 +e. is the force of the reaction of gases on

the barrel; -7 ?- 1 e

where -- > t " (--, --, this is presented in the table in

chapter II (cf. page 10).

To calculate the loss, the is in~ducedZ•l2

where qo.1s~is th• coefficent of gas expansion;

ylf'.9o is the velocity coefficient;

Then

From the equation for the motion of the projectile ?'f_±. =p

ICt

we have dv-.



*l •By substituting the expression (12.7) and (12.8) into (12.6)

and cancelling for dt, we obtainL .)

For a balanced P should equal zero. Then, the

conditions for equilibrium are written as fdllows (after cancelling

from which we find the ratio )which is the critic cross

section of the nozzle divided by the cross section of the bore of

the to obtain a recoilless
Since- •-$

Since depends on the ratio - ; then 'r-

depends on /_m, )• and - (loss factor).
pI it

In calculating the coefficient V for recoilless using

the formula=if MI-- 4Ov one must account for -nly that fraction

of the weight of the gas powder mixture which results in the

motion of the projectile. To calculate this, one must first de-

termine the fraction of gases and charge which escape through

the nozzle in the opposite direction.

At the end of the first period, i.e., at the end of the burning

of the powe.er, this fraction is calculated by the existing formula:

where 2 is determined using the formula of P.-N. Shkvornikov:

where 2, with the variablev• can be 0.9; ?O-A-0 .is typical for

recoilless

After if the powder the escape of gases continues.

Since the pressure in recoilless in the second period

decreases rapidly and thivelocity of the projectile ,L. N

only slightly greeter than vf,, then in the first approximation

at the moment of ejection of the projectile the fraction of gases

flowing through the nozzle from the chamber will be -Vb 1 .• V#I



In this case a fraction of the char-ge 1-' will follow

the projectile and weý obtain the expression for the coefficient

With special efforts a more detailed calculation of secondary

work with recoilless can be obtained.

In this regard an expression in analogy ,ith the expression
for conventional weapons can be written as a ratio for & and

p .[ +l . (1 7)1

where tois the relative gas loss ugb the

nozzle.

Therefore, thekstate _.FF-ecoil'le-s-s ]produces the relation

Assumingfor instance, _w = 0o.380 jZ, . , -' 0"

we obtain ifz/. . 6J. b.3o.a.3r S=I.r

Then the ratio of the area of the critical cross section of
the nozzle Fcr to the cross section of the boreLj-§JsT7

r___I_- d ___ Z__ 4- . t.7A-:0-A# 1

5 /gcS. o.#r - A 6r 7:4711
Characteristics of the Interior RAllistics of Recoilless

Basic features of firing taking into account characteristics

of ballistics of recoille4 • . The features of firing from '

recoilless , , more complex than the feRtures of firing from

a convention&l due to the - ', described above.



Approximately 2/3 of the weight of the charge escapes in
the form of gas through the nozzle; together with the ppe

gases a Traction of the grain powder is also ejected

through the nozzle; these are usually small-grained (with seven

or short grains with one ?") and are eatily varried

off with the escaping- gases. With a relatively large

nozzle diameter the temperature of the gashes in the chamber

and in the bore falls signficantly. In thfs case, a fraction of

the gases moving the projectile and the fraction of gases esca-

ping with some of the powder through the nozzle, strictly speaking,

act under differing conditions; undoubtedly, there is a zone of

relative stillness of gas layers, on the on-e side of which

the gases move in the direction of the projectile, and on the

other side of whichthe flow is oriented in the direction of the

nozzle.

Due to the complexity of the features discussed in solving

the problems of interior ballistics, processes discussed

14e
are outlined and simplified by introducing into the solution of
basic problem the following assumptions.

1. The process of the flow of gases through the nozzle

is assumed as stationary and in this case all formulaS of steady-

state motion are used with the intrcoction of experimental corre-

lation coefficients. 11
there is no

2. It is assumed that the e~ection of unburned
powder grains through the nozzle, although this does take place. '

Therefore, in fact, the consideratio of the movement of gas

powder mixtures is replaced by the consideration of the move-

ment of only gases of the same weight.

3. In case of a large opening for the nozzle, a significant

drop in gas temperature is taken into account:

I
I I II I I I I I II I I I I I



In addition, all previous assumptions for conventional

remain in force (geometric law of powder burning andtts
derived relations ts-ftzand C=4,z), law of the rate of burning at-,,p)

o=.,--1=const and others are assumed).
CO

The system of equations for processes occuring during firing
in recoilless , is presented below.

The Cbmpilation of an Epsential System of qquations

Equation or as formation and the inflow of gases 4c
d_ -P9
dt 1,

4- Az + Xz2,

I -1+2Xz&K-1 +4-L

Equation for gas loss through the nozzle
Y2Fc, KOi p dt

0

wheref,is the loss factor ýor the correlation of calculated and

experimental values of 7;: t m. I

In the first period the temperature falls slowly and

can be assumed. Then t

V ,

where a f.1

The nozzle is usually closed with a base plate which is calculated
in such a way that it is ejected at the beginning of the motion of

the projectile at pressure p.; in the closed chamber the pressure

pO corresponds to the values k,. and 70. The nozzle is opened and

the flow of gases begins at p=Po, q o and z ,

Then (z- zO)= ,x.

/5-



Equation for the state of gases during the presence of flow.

Granting that the free space of the cýmber during gas escape

(as in mortar) is expressed by the relation

exýesse

the equation for the sata of gases is written as follows:

or ps(I-,+) f TI
where

Essential Equation for Interior Ballistics. Energy Equation.

First we establish the energy equilibrium during firing.

At a given moment t, the amount of charge ' was burned, and
the amount of energy liberated (energy inflow) is expressed by

the reldtion RTI

This energy is expended: 'fmv3

a) for providing the projectile with the critical energy -

b) to alter the internal energy of the mass of ga2 in the

barrel bore at the given moment whic as the temperature T<T1;

- - -
This value can be replaced by the expression from thb equation of

S1; a• • •,S(lifl+ t);

c, to provide information on the movement of gases escaping

through tho nozzle at a given moment; in this case one should con-

sider that the energy expended for the transfer and pushing of

gases will be greater than the internal energy of the motionless

gases if they were to remain in the barrel.

The energy expended for pushing the gases is expressed by

i i _ _II
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the equation
EC pTw-kEc Tuq,

or ±D

whcre D'=(1 -- )",,.

In comparing the inflow and expenditure of energy and trans-

ferringfon the lastAerm on the rightside, we obtain the equation

for energy transformation f+,1-' - "D'-'
' 2

This can be rewritten in the general form

ps(,+-)=fw(1--D'x) - -pmv 2. (12.11)

The value Dfx represents the fraction of energy -used to

eject gasnes through the nozzle.

5. Equation for the motion of the projectile is

ps dl=rmv dv (12.12)
or po sdiymmdv. (12.12')

The system of these equationtis solved in a general form

using the parameters and functions of Prof. 1N.F. Drozdov..

Solution of the Essential Problem of Interi ly'Ballistics for

Recoilless 4 0.1

Preiliminary period (general formulas).

It is assumed that the escape of gases throggh.;the nozzle occurs

simultaneously with the beginning of the motion of -the projec-

tile at the pressure pO: I -

1+ A

The first period is (x=r--z,)

' 12. 1,3)

'7t



By dividing the equation (12.J.2) by the expression (12.11), we

obtain: di .m_ dv' - Bx dx

l - f(--D'X)-- 2 0o+"(kt--D')X - X2

R;B xdx

Bt BI

The sA/ion to this differential equation at a:9, )

wheres ý ?04 results in the form

InQ 1-inZ
or (

i (z7 BIB 1), (12.15)

where xx is the integral of Prof. N.F.

wher - k--D' X _ Drozdov, in which the escape of
gases through the nozzle-is

tak9,/into account by subtracting

D' from the usuEal variable I,

As is evident 2..4(a)#) ; for the given case taking into account

the escape of gases through the nozzle the expression for randP

will differt from analogous values given in chapter VII:
-B1+0  4A V B,

(k, I_-D')2 A (= i - D' X

i.e.,( and P at a giVten Z have other values in comparison with the

variables r and P for conventional I u tmunder the same~conditions

since the measure of gas loss D' is subtracted

from k,.

Gas pressure is calculated from the basic equation
BO

p2 (12. 16)

In this case also the value D'x is subtracted from which makes

this formula different from the basic one.

Ar



The value X is found using the formula, which is analogous

to the basic one: _,-__

By using 1 and the formulas (12.13)-(12.16), an-•n P.

are calculated. Using thi value of X=1-2. and the same formulas

the elements for the first end of the period can be found (0,12:

v$~1icp•. These values are also the initial ones for the second

period.

The second period is the adiabatic expansion of gases

concurrent with the escape of gases through the nozzle. This

period is characterized by the fabt that all the powder has

burned() =d ) but the escape of gases continues simultaneo/bAy

with the movement of a fraction of gases after the projectile.

the relative fraction of gases escaping at a given moment Y//•

continues to increase and ; the velocity of the projectile also

continues to increase:v.>V

For the solution we have a system of two equations:

ps di= -... mi av, (1.2.12)
Ps VtI + t)=/ ( -fU 0 - D' 2)-- (12.11)

Since the loss of gases through the nozzle

D)'x=(1 +G) 0-(1 +e) .

is proportional to the . of the pressure I-IO, counted from

the beginning of the motion of th rojectile, and the velocity of

the projectile v is also proporitonal to the vplue I-Io.

regardless of whether the powder burned, then the value of v is

proportional to x in the second period also. Therefore,

the system of equations (12.12) and (12.11) for the second period

can be solved using the method for thu first period; only a

slightly different expression for the integral of the trajectory

* is obtained. By dividing the equation (12.12) by (12.11), we

obtain: di I By du
I °'x•-L1 ,- 2



since

In this case 8f . and BA. 2

dl 2. X 4x

Designating ~ and-,rand multiplying the numerator and

denominator on the right hand side by O , we obtain

dt 2 . = do 2..dnZ.

By integrating the preceding equation, we obtain
/ 2

where

00

Finally we have an association between tand %(or v) in the form of

+1,0(Z ) 14 '0(12.17)

The formula obtaink;d is of the same type as the formulas for

the first period but the function Z differhs from the integral of

Prof. N.F. Drozdov Z in that the input valuesland/3 differ from

the integral Zx and in addition, in the integrand expression in

the numerator the valueehas a "+" and not a "-" This

integral can be calculated b'j the same method as the integral

z
x

After 8nalogous transformations, we obtain
--I b+I

where Ri 80
- +•--47-
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The typical curve for gas pressure p, 1 in the bore of .*

recoilless is peaked; the powder burns rapidly atJ1ow

value, and in the se period the curve of adiabatic expansion

with loss falls rapidly; muzzle pressure is insignificant (Fig.
12.7).

Fig. 12.7. Curves p, 1 and v, 1 for recoilless weapon

12.3 Features of Interior Ballistics for

Features of Firing from a

In comparison with firing from a conventional artijllery

weapons, firing from hds several features.

1. The first charaAteristic is the design and the placement

of the charge. A diagram for the design of is

presented below (Fig. 12.8).

primary
The charge of the is placed

in a cardboard cartiridge (barrel sleeve), placed in the tube of

the stabilizer 1 (tail end of the ). The tube has 4 or 6

Inmts eircular]2, through whiah the" ' gases f• ned within the

barrel sleeve after piercing of the cardboard should .cape

into the space behind the mine and ignite the charge &.

During ignition the ilowered in the bore expelling the

air through the gap 3. The capsule of the cartridge witij The

primary charge hits the fuse 4 fastened to the bottom of the



Martad.,
bore; thecapsule and the powder chatge are ignited;

at this time the powder burns initialy in the closed space of

• the cart ke ,at fairly high density:. of ignition 4O=0.50- 5 60.
At a certain mloment the gas pressure 7r5 the wall of the

cardboard sleeve and the gases escape through the 2

in the tube of the stabilizer into the space of the cha r W0

( space).

Under such conditions of very rapid burning of the very fine,
small powder the greatest pressure of gases within the tube

of tVe stabilizer, as experiments showed, depends to a signi-

ficant extent on the size of the vents in the tube, the thickness

of the barrel sleeve wall, and on the temperature of the charge.

As a result of slight difference in pressure at which the
sleeve walls are penetrated, the values of the greatest pressure

within the tube of the stabilizer can be widely scattered.

Fig. 12.8. Diagram of thu design of ,moi--

Consequently, the value of the composition, weight of the capsule

igniter, and the rapidity of powder burning are more sigr'icant

in the than in the greater the igniting

is, the more uniform is the ignition of the powder.



2. The following featurets the fact that the gases of the

primary chargeos, burning initially within the chamber of the
-Pi~ejeakd SP-4'c

stabilizer at A=O.50-0.60, escape into the ; expand rapidly,

and cool. Since the surface of the fin stabilizers 5 and the

bottom part of the mortar shell is large and the density of the

the primary charge with respect to thu

entire volume of the chamber W0 (,6;- 0.01) is small; there is a

great loss for heat transfer to the walls of the bore and

"This loss is even ;reater as a reLult of the slow move-

ment of the $ah and \Ahe long intermediate time during which the

gases are in contact with the walls of the mortar.

If there are charges ,then the powder within
d's

them ignited by the gases of the primary charge and the move-

ment of the proceeds under the effect of the total pressure

of gases of the primary and booster charges.

3. The third fadture 6f firing from mortar is the bursting,'e V. e •., ieo
through of the gases through the gap between the and the

bore. Because of this gap 3 between the and the bore walls)

a fraction of the gases will burst through this gap at the begin-

ning of movement and subsequently their energy

is not used.

In mortars with open remote a significant amount of

gases also escaped through the . The loss of gases through

the gap and the are included in the foundations of FeneraJ.

relations in gas dynamics.

As high-speed photography shows, a signficant fraction of

thegases escape from the barrel boreof the mortar before the

appears from the bore, accompanied by the release of

most of the gases. This fraction of the gases which burststbrough
the gap and not responsible for creating

speed forthe '3hell, composesfrom 10-15% of the entiri quantity,

while in conventional the fractior of gases escaping from

the gap between the driving band and the perforations is insignificant.

IV



"4. The fourth feature is that the pressure of the is

almost equal to zero. Just so in a smooth bore, there is no loss

of energy for overcoming the friction and the rotation of the shell.

Thus, the solution of the problem of interior ballistics,

on the one hand, is simplified by the fact that the pressure of

the and some o!' the secondary work is taken as equal to

zero, and on the hen,- other, it is complicated as a consequence

of the necessity to include the large loss for heat transfer and

loss of gases through the gap.

While in firing a conventional mortar with support in an

end plate recoil is essentially nonexistent and the relative

weight of the charge r-s very small (0.01-0.02 during full charge),

then in practice the coefficient ?=l can be used.

To maintain unity of procedure and designation of perameters
OL

and functions further presentations on the sl)~ion of basic prob-

lems of interior ballistics for mortar are given ,/ing the desig-

nations of Prof. P.F. Drozdov for conventional artillery weapons.

Analytical Solutions of Basic Problems of Smoothbore Mortars

(Simplified Method of Prof. M.E. Serebryakov)

The following assumptions are made as the basis for the

analytical solution.

1. The pressure of the is absent. A nortar has a

circular gap between the shell end the bore; its area is

2. The burning of the primary charge within the tube of

the stc.bilizer is not cojisidered.

Gases of the primt ry charge escaping from the tube of the

stabilizer into the space, creates the pressure POs at

which the powder of -he booster charge tes. In this way tie



the primary charge is the igniter of the booster charge.

The ignition of the booster charge is instantaneous and

simultaneous for all grains and at allt points on the surface of

each grain.

4. The burning of the grains of the booster charge proceedG

in parallel layers accurding the geometric law of burning and

is exrpressed by existing formulas:

__ z + nA).z2;

1I-+ 2Xz.

5. The rate of the burning of the powder is proportional to
the pressure (to the power of one): _ ,

where ., is the rste of burning at p.).

6. The motion of the begins at pressure pO concurrently

with the initiation of burning of tht booster %herges (at Pup0,

I' #u0; 1-0; v-0).

7. The escape of gases through the gap begins with the ini-
tiation of burning of the booster charges and with the movement

of the

8. The total of the rise in pressure __

does not depend on the density of the charge Aand on the value of

the initial pressure p 0 at which thu powder ignites.

9. The loss of gases through tht gap according to general

formulas of vas dyuamics is proportional to the of the

increase in pressure:

where gis the fraction of gases escaping through the gap;

A is the loss factor: , /

A,( \j÷hI I

* + 1t + 1

S... . ,I . .. ,-t



-loss coefficient characterizing the form of the vent or

gap; for a round vent S -0.95; for a crescent shaped

slotSZ 0.66;
ss,,,area of the cross section of the gap.

10. Heat transfer was considered in experiments using a

special in which the primary charge burns under the same

conditions as in mortar.

By determining the greatest gas pressure of the primary

charge PmaxO using this experimental wa find the force

of the powder fo of the primary charge# taking into account the

cooling of the gases due to their escape from the tube of the

stabilizer into the shell volume and duo to the heating of the

bore walls and tho fins of the stabilizer:

where h=density of the charge of the primary charge with respect
"1•p.,,.,U& Space

to the entire O w0 (chamber).

The value of f0 is much less than the force f of the booster

charges from ppwder of the same nature, which is determined by

experiments in a conventional manometric bomb.

Additional heat transfer during the movement of the shell

is negligible (since the bore walls and shell are heated by

gases escaping through the circular gap and oudistancing the

shell) or is calculated Indirectly. Since the gases do not

work to rotate the shell, to overcome friction against the grooves,

and for the recoil, and f l1, then the coefficient for calcula-

ting secondary work may be assumed equal to one.

During firing from the mortar the following periods may

be delineated:

1) burning of the primary charge up to the piercing of the

m i
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opening into the sleeve and the escape of gases into the chamber;

this phase with the given assumptions is analogous to the preli-
minary period;

2) t~e first period corresponds to the burning of the booster

charges concurrent with the escape of a fraction of the gases

through the gap (1 varies from 0 to lb);

3) the second period is the expansion of gases formed in the

fitst period concurrent with the escape their through the gap

jgap
The movement of the and the escape of gases through

the gap (on the b4s of the given assumptions) begins with the

pressure pO created by the gases of the primary charge; p0

can be calculated in the experimental + /Ak .4..%,

fwo -•o __-___ -_____A-0

where A
Aflo

If S designates the cross section of the mortar bore:

and s' designates the area of the cross section of the

at its central largest diameter; s'<s, then the area of the

gap between the and the bore walls is sgapB-S'.

The velocity of the is determined by the motion equa-

tion qpm dv s'p dA,

S S "dI !KZ,

where• I e

To solve the proble 'he fol ing system of

equations can &e ij eq

1. The bbsic equation for pyrodynamics taking into account

opt,



the escape of a fraction of the gases through the gap and loss

for heat transfer

SP(4+,Ifr~Owo+fUi4t'YT ymVJ,

where

includes the loss of gases through the gap s-s'.

The value Vf is the force of the gas mixture of the primary

and booster charges; essentially, it varies with burning time of

the booster charges from fo to eI+f <f with the interme-

diate value /

Since the best transfer to the walls during the first period

is not yet directly accounted for, it can be indirectly included

by taking the value f of the booster charges as greater than fl.

In this case the basic equation is rewritten as follows:

SP(Y;+O=ow•+f (ý - -)Tm2v . (12.19)

2. The equation for the movement of the

3. The law for the burning of powder (geometric) for small

flake powder is X -z 4 I

4. The formula for the velocity of the is

V x...• 5

5. The relative loss of gases is

Y VAv'a 1 (12.21)

where _. p

<I <jcoefficient 'for the shape of the vents;

I orelative loss of gases at the end of the burning of the

- • powder.

Let us introduce the designation:

A t



B1 -)B;

I,

-a "O• =relative energy of the primary charge.
!4'-

By substituting in equation (12.19) the variables 0bV and Y

(or 7) by their expression through z, we obtain a basic equation

of interior ballistics in the following form:

SP(4+1)=-f(D[XO +IZ +lA~Z2' Q _

fW [.+( Z - Ak)z~j(12.22)

From equation (12.20) we have

s' pdl=: - zdz. (12,20')

By dividing (12.20') term by term by (12.22), we obtain
s' dl B' z dz _ B' zdz t dInZ
S ~ + -,+ .o+;8 2 B - k; B;

* z -
' ' '._ '8 s B'

where kai=n-A; ,=.---- A,== -'2 s' B,

Z is the known function of Prof. N.F. Drozdov. Thus, we ob-

As A~dInZ. (12.23)

The equation (12.23) can be solved exactly by the method

of Prof. iN.F. Drozdov by reducing it to a linear differential

equation of the first order, but taking into account that the

density of the charge in the~ - is small (J<O.15) and that

consequently, lqi varies little, one can assume an averpge value

for 1  qV .After integration a simpie expression for the

shell pro~jectile is obtained in the form

from whinh follows 4

S1 4.,,,z-As-1). (12.24)
lg Z-I is calculated according the to the table of N.F. Drozdov

(cf. page 417) with the initial values Bs B,*• . ? ---2L Z.- = k ,-- -r -,I'

30
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Consequently, the solution to the problem for the first

p"jriod for the mortar differbs from the solution for artillery
weapons only in that at z there is the coefficient

in place of 4 ,=K5,, the valueX.=& "Lin place of Oa' and the value

R , in place of B. These features of firing from

mortar express thepselves in the 1--7-and -z, which
k, n,

in turn increases the value 2 and the pathland decreaees the value
of the pressure p in comparison with the pressure during the ab-

sence of gas escape through thu gap.

The pressure p is calculated using the formiula obtained from

equation G12.19): o 0
pW + , . = o+,I-8t' (12.25)

To determine z,,, corresponding to the greatest gas pressure

Pmax, we differentiate this expresstion with respect tozand

using the equation (12.23), after a series of transformations

we obtain

1) __'k__ + _+

where - '- "

for0 and s-s', this formula becomes the general formulafor z..

If 2,,,ls we have a rsal maximum pressure; if2,>,X the maxi.,

mum is unreal, and in this case the greatest actual pressure
will occur at the end of burning pf: a4S'

,t= 21i+ lot

3't
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where it'--(l )1 = O -)

The remiaining factors at the end of the first
period will be . * 2 =j(Z7 -s-t),

where _- .

For solving the problem of the second period, when 1,

there is the following system of equations:
sp(A+--)--=foo+-fW(1- -,z') - i-(-prnro, (12.26)

s'p dl=.yv d, (12.20)

where t

I I p dt

in this case z is greater than one.

The value4 is also accounted for in the second period of

gas emission from the gap. As in the first period, the total

loss is proportional to the momentum of the gas pressure, which

in turn, is proportional to the velocity of the

Equation (12.26) can be rewritten as:
+- ,- , (12. 26')

where

Jw V*Tpp" Crn~f

, .. ," s' I g ,,, s "K"

Dividing (12.20) by (12.26' ), we obtain:
di1 s •m v dv " s 2 v d t t_ _ _

--l --- fw2 s', f l + •, (+•)
s I fr 1 4 -y,.o -- "l 1J--7'

or
at s' fi v--ray _-~ (12.27)

VF

TA _.'"

-v2
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I.

= 1+ XO) V2 - ( + XOTom) V!

By integrating (12.27) we obtaina

di s2 v u(!.8
, .t• -F t s* Q2+u -I.-l -.,11 s'

S l
In (12.29)

The integral of the right Bide is found by expanding the

integrand function to a partial fraction by the method proposed

by Prof. N.F. Drozdov.

Solve for the roots of the equation 'v2 ±--s = •,(o :

S' 

,o = _ "I.22 ( 1 :i:: V + 4 _ _ ) _ "_ (1 qb),

where.

2 0 so - __--

2 1 2  ' e ' K

S:= 

( t + Y ,.) V 4 _ (I + .z ,n B .Th 

2 
c

2

"_____• d-+i.,'__

,t 
,,=10' (1 + b ,);• v, •== -(I - b ,) ---" -(b ,- 1);.

2•1 2 2

P, 

(V)V-j 
-V

b +I A2==-

2 b 
2 b '

l'i) b v-v1  v- -v2

:3•

V 

IVdVt dv I'r d - I I I "



By substituý'jg the expressions (12.29) and (12.30) into

(12.28), we obtain ,-b2 Zo

/V 
.2 (V V-V2I', +, I ý V2 ( z••I -( - '•°(-: I

-el -+,I -
-'

or we finally have -4- x (V- IV-b V -

+1=

2--Z=.V, S, ° -

Using this equation, fiven the values V we first

find the value of the left hand side and then the corresponding

findth~~ th 00'"!b cntructing a

value of the trajectory of thby

graph, wc find the value Vbc coresponding tithe value4by

interpolating or graphicallYi and as a check control we once

again at the value V- vi.

Pressure is calculated by the formula

fwvF (12,32)

Example. The calculation of ballistice elements for an

82 mm mortar

Input Data

! Wo0,720. -- 10,20, s=0,5277 ; Y=0,0082; f=-12 0.0
3,4; =,363; Wo 0,0072; •=0,0366; =0,85

,fo =679.10a; A*-=7,48; AX= -0,255; IW=55; A 0,00 4 .

o=0,15; c=6,16; A =0,006 ; '--0,666;

_.1,255; 1=0,0608; (P=-1;

I is the coefficient for the shape of the vents; its value

0.6615 is froia data from experiments in a special device.

Computation of Conbtants

•= 0,1192; , 0,04923; B' =0,5923;

B=o0,2994 ; = 0,979 - 0,02452; =-0,2483.

B I
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Computational Results

2Elements of firing: u.1-0.?00 dm; Pb =48 kg/cm

P =P pmax3 9 8 kg/cm2 ; V -205.5 m/sec.

These results are similar to experimental data p.380 to

390, Vw =2 02 to 205.

With the same constants andS-0.20, upmax= 3 9 2 ; -201.0.

At 6-0.18 a better correlation between
calculated and experimental results would have been obtained.

0-0

Fig. 12.9. Curves p, 1 and v, 1 calculated for a mortar with

different charges

The results presented indicate that the analytical formulas
derived above ehable with good accuracy the calculation of bal-

listic elements of firing from mortar (Pt),vo),o) )

and the construction of curves for the pressure of propellant

gases and the velocity of the shell as a function of its trajec-

tory.

3r-
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If there is only a primary charge Wand no booster charges, d,

the problem is solved as in cases of instant burning of the charge

taking into account heat transfer due to the decrease in the force

of the powder f to fo, determined by using a special installation

or by theoretical computations.

Fig. 12.9 presents curves p, 1 and v, 1 calculated for a

mortar with different charges. With the decrease in the charge,

the cessation of burnW of the powder is shifted to the I'A

and pmax and v 0 decrease. muzle fac

Concepts on Ballistic Design of Mortars

The purpose of the ball design of mortar is the calcu-

lation of the dimensions of the barrel bore and the conditions
to fire

of ignition mecessary a Aof a given caliber and weight

at a specific speed in the muzzle face. It is necessary to find

the volume of the chamber W0 , the length of the trajectory

in the borel., weight of the charge 0, the thickness of powder

2el, and tbh value of the maximum pressure p In addition,

additional conditions can be created, for ir.- the value of

the pressure p and others.

Thv problem of mortar desing, as is the case for grooved

bores, is indefinite and allo0 many solutions.

Prof. G.V. Oppokov recommendshe following procedure for

the ballistic design of mortars. ..

Initially, the values of pmax and Aare calculated based on

the values of the power factor _

p CU0 400305.; 2gdW . 2g ..

where~is given in mom/dm).

"*G.V. Oppokov. Ballistika gladkostvol'nykh slstem fallistics

of Smoothbore Systemg Izd. Artakademii im. Dzerzhinskogo, 1943

30.
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The ballistic calculations for the bore are derived

for the greatest charge. The valuey for full -barges is small,

since the pressure curve for a full charge is peaked and the bur-

ning ends near Pmax; l.For a 120 mm mortarq,%=132 t-m/kg, for a

107 mm 1.50 t-m/kg, and for a 82 mm 166 tam/kg.

In most cases in mortar design the volume of the chamber

S0 has an already previously assigned volume, since it is deter-

mined ýy the dimensions and shape of tte tail end of the

durin.4ts lowering to the bottom, when the capsule touches the

After collection of data on existing shapes and their analysis

further calculations are made in the following sequence:

1) _"', )p..== oC.
S- 2 ,
2)mc,=•- 3), Pmx 3  Z/1~

2) C , q'.±; 4) A&=-0,0045C, xyja.O;
08  2g

5) WOThen

6) W1AW; o q-

9V2 E" fA *
7) _"-- 9) p _. _ L, *

2gw ii -

Subsequently, being given the value A' one uses special

tables and finds the values 8) At -- ) X 4,- r , Pay

and other ballistic elements. Having obtained in the results of

the calculations of the first variant at several values of pmax

andA)specific valueslband other characteristics, one must in

additional calculations use 2-3 more values of,, near 4A of

the first variant, and again calculate all characteristics of
u p A is analogous to pressure p,"*Pressure 7>er -T_-_-[•-

b-it with respect to the initial free space iVa (L_4/j-) and not
to the volume at the end of burning Wd (I-Aa4),

**G.V. Oppokov. Ballistika gladkostvol'nykh sistem /Ballistics

of smoothbore Systems/, Izd. Artakademii im. Dzerzhinskogo, 1943

3I
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"of the mortar and the conditions .f ignition; after comparing

the obtained data one should find that density of charge at which

"the entire trojectory .,will be the shortest (without an great

decrease in thbi coefficientj,).Afeer this. p isa converted into

"3 50-50 kg/cm2 ',r 'e characterirstics ,f 'invtber series of varOO4 s

are calculated; and tue largit,,L given value for p ,determined.

The curves p,, I and V, .1 ai• calculeted for 'he final varian

selected. The •liickns Iof the powder 2e. is detormined oniy

for the finaL Variant selected:
2e, I 1Lij. m

1. P

3,t
.

','
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